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There’s the old adage about not putting all your eggs in one basket, and
when you are on the road, your financial resources are your eggs.

Hard won and filled with spending potential, your rupees – dollars – Euros – pounds – dinars
are an essential part of any trip.

But that overloaded wallet you are carrying – with phone numbers, business cards, and
photographs – is a rather insecure basket to store your cash. A few carefully stashed bills can be
the insurance policy that gets you that train ticket, that hospital bed stay, that bottle of red
wine, or that emergency call home.

Here are ten places you can stash some cash…

Storm flaps on backpack zippers

Most nylon backpacks have a piece of fabric protecting the zipper from rain and dirt, often built
in such a way that you can slit it open with a razor, and slide in a few rolled up notes.
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Modern backpacks have elaborate frames of plastic and metal. Sometimes, you can access the
plastic stiffening backboard sheet through a pocket, or by making a slit.

You can hide larger documents and large amounts of money in this area. But if you put too
much you might feel it uncomfortably poking your back.

Trouser waist seam

The waistband of trousers is often a folded piece of cloth secured at the bottom to the fabric
that makes up the leg. You don’t need to buy a fancy money belt: A quick slice with a razor and
you can put several rolled up notes into this unexpected hiding spot.

Don’t push them around to the back; it will be noticeably bumpy between you and your pack.
Rather, if you have the slit and the notes towards the front, they’ll be not only more
comfortable, but accessible without being too noticeable.

In your shoes

My brother swears by this one, but you’ll
have to be careful to not only place the
notes somewhere that doesn’t interfere
with your walking, but also doesn’t get
ground down to a pulp by your sweaty
feet pounding down on them.

This obviously won’t work while wearing
sandals.

In your hat

The same razor trick applies here. Many
brimmed hats are built with a hat band
that is actually two layers of fabric. Give it a quick slit and you can hide in some rolled bills.

In your toiletries/first aid bag

It’s unlikely that any thief rifling through your belongings would be that interested in your
toothbrush and band-aids. The bag or box protecting these essentials can be used in your
financial security policy.

Shirt collar

Not so long ago, formal shirts were made with stiff collars, and even now you can find some with
plastic or cardboard tabs inserted to add structure to the collar points. Get out your trusty razor
blade, make a slit or two, and stash some cash.

You might try for comfort and camouflage pushing the notes around to the back of your neck,
or putting paired notes in the very front sides of the collar.

And you’ll still have that starched-formal look.

The back of a travel notebook

You can make a simple pocket in the back of a notebook using some paper and tape. Some, like
those now-ubiquitous Moleskines, are built with a pocket already.

Notebooks can be small and portable, and if you’ve invested some soul into your writing, then
you’ll always remember to take care of it. A notebook can be, literally, priceless and it’s a good
habit to keep it in your pocket.

In your wallet…with a string tied to it!

Maybe you have a leather BIG CHAIN
hanging off your wallet or maybe you
have a big hand wallet with lots of
pockets and cards and junk.

You can still carry these, but why not get
a spare small wallet, simple nylon, and
put your truly essential cards and cash in
it.

Two wallets equal two baskets. You can
tie or stitch a string to and then put it in
your front pocket. It will be handy still,
but much less likely to be stolen.

Or let’s face it, much less likely to be left behind after a night at the beach pub.
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Matador ID: treeoctopus

Y.D. Bar-Ness is a forest ecologist
and biogeographer, currently at work
in the tropical jungles of Southern

India. His New Year's goal is to learn to climb coconut
trees.
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In your PayPal account

Like a bank, it is an odd thing to consider such an electronic backup as a financial insurance
policy in case you are mugged.

But a Paypal account can be especially handy.

It requires less paperwork, and is less tied to the physical offices of the banks throughout the
world. Leave the account details with a friend, and arrange with them to use a service such as
Western Union to send you your own money via Paypal.

Using a bit of rigorous creativity and with the help of such simple tools as a razor blade or a
notebook, you can create these ten extra baskets for your travel-eggs easily, quickly, and
discreetly.

Distribute your eggs in many baskets, and it just might save the day.
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JoAnna replied on February 10, 2010

When I’m traveling with large amounts of cash but don’t need to
access it, I’ll tuck bills in my bra under each arm pit. It’s a good
spot, especially if I’m asleep on a bus or train.

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

Joya replied on February 10, 2010

Money in the shoe definitely works. It’s easy to fold up and you
don’t really feel anything.

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

Abbie replied on February 10, 2010

In your PayPal? Brilliant!

(Report comment)
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Gray replied on February 11, 2010

I love this! Lots of great ideas I hadn’t heard before. If I spread
my money around too much, though, I’m likely to forget where I put
it all!

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

Chris replied on February 12, 2010

Hmm some good ideas think my travel notebook actually has a
nice spot but will have to check

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

maisiemydaisy replied on February 12, 2010

to elaborate on the bra trick– some fancy bras have little pockets
where people put padding. take out the padding and you have the
perfect hiding spot! if you’re worried wear it, if not keep it in the
bottom of your bag.

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

christa replied on February 14, 2010

on a side note
if you are a woman and you travel with a valuble watch, you can
take off your bra, string your watch though, and slip it all the way
around to the front, so that the watch rests between the twins. It
saved my rolex when I almost got mugged in Panama.
xo

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

Amanita replied on April 28, 2010

The article was great. I’m going to use a bunch of your
suggestions when I go to Ecuador.

However, I disagree with the suggestion to stash cash “In your
toiletries/first aid bag”. Thieves may be interested in stealing
controlled medication like Vicodin. If they take your
toiletries bag, they’ll also get the money you hid in there.

(Report comment)

↵ Reply

NickB replied on May 10, 2010

You didn’t add ‘in your credit card account’ to your PayPal
suggestion. Some credit cards pay interest if you deposit money.
And they can be replaced in 24 – 48 hours anywhere in the world if
the worst happens.
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